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Abstract—Stencil operations are an important class of scientific computational kernels that are pervasive in scientific
simulations as well as in image processing. A key characteristic
of this class of computation is that they have a low operational
intensity, i.e., the ratio of the number of memory accesses to
the number of floating point operations it performs is high. As
a result, the performance of stencil operations implemented on
general purpose computing systems is bounded by the memory
bandwidth. Technologies such as 3D stacked memory can provide substantially more bandwidth than conventional memory
systems and can enhance the performance of memory intensive
computations like stencil kernels. In this paper, we leverage this
3D stacked memory technology to design an accelerator for
stencil computations. We show that for the best efficiency one
needs to find the balance between computation and memory
accesses to keep all components consistently busy. We achieve
this by exploring how blocking and caching schemes to control
the compute-to-memory ratio. Finally, we identify optimal design
points that maximize performance.

I.

bottleneck problems. Using this technique, memory chips
are stacked vertically and connected using short and fast
Through-Silicon-Vias (TSVs), resulting in substantially higher
bandwidth than conventional memory systems. In addition, 3D
stacking enables the integration of logic dies with memory
dies. This feature allows the implementation of computation near the memory for memory access latency reduction
and higher bandwidth. For data-intensive but logic-simple
computation, this near data computing system can provide
orders of magnificient improvement on performance and power
efficiency [9], [10]. In this work, we leverage the 3D-stacked
memory system to accelerate stencil computations. The contributions are as follows:
•

A many-core stencil accelerator. We propose a
many-core parallel stencil accelerator integrated on the
logic layer of a 3D-stacked memory system. The accelerator architecture is designed for better parallelism
and to fully exploit the internal bandwidth of the
stacked memory system. The 3D stacked accelerator
system overall is able to reach orders of magnitude
improvement on the performance compared to general
computing systems.

•

Computation and bandwidth tradeoff. In order to
achieve the peak floating point computational capability we show that a balance between computation and
memory access is necessary. We analyze how spatial
and temporal blocking schemes affect the compute-tomemory ratio and system performance.

•

Design space exploration. Based on the above analysis, we perform design space exploration to identify
optimal design points that maximize performance under different system configurations.

I NTRODUCTION

Stencil operations are an important class of kernels in the
scientific domain. They constitute an integral component of finite differential methods to solve partial differential equations,
which are applied in a wide range of scientific areas like heat
diffusion, fluid dynamics, and electromagnetics[1], [2]. Stencil
kernels are also ubiquitous in image processing in performing
image denoising and variational models [3].
Implementing stencil kernels on general purpose computers
is a challenging task. Stencil computations perform iterative
operations on a large data set and feature a low computational
intensity, i.e., the amount of floating point operations (FLOPs)
is small compared to the memory access operations [4]. As a
result, the performance of stencil kernels on general computing
system is severely hampered by the memory bandwidth.
Software and compiler techniques have been developed to
improve the performance of stencil computation. The idea
is to exploit the data locality characteristics of the stencil
computation to enhance the compute-to-memory ratio [5], [6],
[7], [8]. This is helpful to increase the number of operations
performed per memory access. Yet it can only compensate for
the low bandwidth of the general purpose systems to some
extent. Stencils in higher dimensional grids which demand
more memory bandwidth or stencils in multigrid methods
which possess less locality or require fewer iterations are still
hard to optimize.
The recently emerging 3D stacked memory promises to
deliver higher bandwidth and thus a solution to the memory

The paper is organized as follows. Section II provides the
background of stencil computation and 3D stacking memory.
Section III elaborates on the details of stencil accelerator
system. Section IV introduces the model for performance
estimation. The experiments are discussed in Section V and
we conclude in Section VI.
II.

BACKGROUND

A. Stencil Operation
Stencil operations are an important motif in scientific
computation. The computation involves iteratively updating
every element in a data grid by using its neighboring elements.
One round of updates across the entire grid is called one time

Listing 1: Example of 2D-5 point Jacobi stencil code
for (t=0; t<Tmax; t++)
for (i=0; i<Xdim; i++)
for (j=0; j<Ydim; j++) {
A[t+1][i][j]=a*A[t][i][j] + b*(
A[t][i-1][j] + A[t][i][j-1] +
A[t][i][j-1] + A[t][i][j+1]);
}

step. Different stencils may use a different number of elements
for updating. Listing 1 shows an example of a Jacobi 2D 5point stencil. The outer loop is the time loop. Within one time
iteration, the code sweeps through the entire 2-dimensional
data domain, updating each element using its North, East, West
and South nearest neighbors. This code is common in finite
differential methods for partial differential equations. There
are also other Jacobi patterns, such as 3D 7-point stencil which
updates elements on a 3-dimensional grid using neighbors at
x − 1, x + 1, y − 1, y + 1, z − 1, z + 1 directions, or 3D
27-point stencil which uses all the elements at the corner, face
and edge of the surrounding 3 × 3 × 3 cube.
B. 3D Stacked Logic-in-Memory system
3D stacked DRAM has become a reality with the commercial availability of the Micron hybrid memory cube (HMC).
The 3D-stacked DRAM adopts fine-grained rank-level stacking
[11], i.e., banks stacked in 3D fashion to form a 3D rank
(vault). This can better exploit bank-level parallelism. The
vertically-stacked banks in a rank are connected by shared
through-silicon-vias (TSVs). The system is composed of ranks
equal to the number of banks in a die. On the bottom of the 3D
stacked system is the logic die. Peripheral logic is implemented
on the logic die. The peripheral logics include the vault and
link controllers, which are in charge of moving data between
vaults or from vaults to external IO pins. Each vault controller
is associated with a vault and is placed under its corresponding
vault.
III.

ACCELERATOR DESIGN

In this section, we start with an overview of the many-core
stencil accelerator system. Then we explain how the stencil
computation is performed on this accelerator with the example
of 2D 5-point stencil.
A. System Overview
As wire technology keeps scaling to smaller feature sizes,
wire delay has become a more critical issue. Utilizing clustered
and simple processing units is an effective way to mitigate the
wire issue. Our design reflects this idea. The proposed stencil
accelerator is composed of many small and simple accelerating
cores as shown in Fig. 1. Multiple cores are grouped into
a cluster. These clusters form a 2-dimensional array that is
of the same size as the vault array. Each cluster is mapped
to a vault. FIFO channels are built across neighboring cores
as well as neighboring clusters to facilitate data transferring
between neighbors. This many-core structure not only has
shorter wiring than a large monolithic core, moreover, it also
removes complex communication interconnections between

Fig. 1: 3D stacked memory system overview.
the accelerator and vault controllers [12], better exploiting
vault-level parallelism.
B. Data Partition
To perform a stencil computation on this accelerator system, the computation needs to be partitioned and mapped
properly to each core.
Vault partition. The original data region is partitioned
into multiple small regions that are processed separately on
each cluster. These smaller regions are called vault regions. To
facilitate the mapping of vault region to vaults, the partitioning
of the original space is organized into the same structure of
the vault array: the two dimensions of the data space are
partitioned evenly to form an N-by-N array of vault regions.
C. Blocking
Spatial and temporal blocking (or tiling) are effective
techniques to optimize data reuse and reduce memory access
in stencils. In this section, we describe how the space and
temporal blocking is performed in the vault region.
Spatial blocking. Spatial blocking is an effective technique
to improve data reuse when the data size is larger than the
cache size. In our stencil accelerator, spatial blocking is applied
to transform the the vault region to small blocks that can fit the
local cache of the cluster. The block is referred as cluster block.
Unlike the blocking in matrix multiplication, blocking scheme
in stencils is different and called partial blocking. The cluster
block is blocked on N −1 dimensions (assume the vault region
is N-dimension) and takes stride 1 at the unblocked dimension.
The unblocked dimension is the streaming dimension: The
partial blocks are streamed into the accelerator cluster along
the streaming dimension. The accelerator cluster finishes one
cluster block before processing another. Multiple partial blocks
are stream buffered on chip, because of data reuse between
consecutive blocks.
Fig. 2 shows the partition and blocking for the 2D 5-point
stencil problem. The original 2D data space is partitioned into
a 2D array of vault regions. In a vault region, the cluster
block is formed by partially blocking the x dimension. The
resultant cluster block is a one dimension row. A core block
is a chunk of the row assigned to each core. The blocks are
streamed into the accelerator cluster along the y dimension.
Stencil operations are performed on every element of the block.
The results are streamed out to memory in blocks. Since the
5-point stencil operation involves elements of three different y

Fig. 2: Data space partition for 2D stencil.
indexes, they are scattered across three consecutive blocks. The
computation on the latest streaming block requires the previous
two blocks, which are thus buffered on chip. A hardware
circular buffer can be adopted to implement the streaming
buffer function.
Temporal blocking. In addition to spatial blocking, we
can further reduce the memory bandwidth requirement by
performing time blocking. Compared to spatial blocking which
exploits data reuse only at spatial iterations, temporal blocking
further reduces memory bandwidth by leveraging data reuse
across time iterations. The idea of temporal blocking is as
follows. Spatial blocking computes results of one time step
based on the data read from memory. Instead of writing
the computed results immediately to memory, they are kept
in a cache and are reused to compute results of later time
steps. Only the data at the last time blocking step is written
to memory. Fig. 3 shows the time blocking process with
a blocking parameter of four. Temporal blocking requires a
larger cache to keep the intermediate blocks. It has to keep in
cache the two latest blocks for every time step. The blocks are
stream buffered similarly as in the spatial blocking method.
Communication. Cores have to communicate with their
neighbors to get elements to support computing at the boundary region, so called ghost region. There are two circumstances
that need communication. Inter-core communication happens
when cores process elements at the core block boundary. Intervault communication happens when processing elements at
the vault region boundary. Inter-core communication happens
whenever the core reaches the last few elements of each row.
Inter-vault communication happens after the accelerator has
finished computing the entire vault region for a certain time
(based on the time blocking parameter). The Inter-vault communication volume depends on the time blocking parameter.
The larger the time blocking parameter, the larger the ghost
region that needs to be transferred between clusters.
D. Banking Scheme
Temporal blocking requires caching the values of elements
at intermediate time steps. The intermediate values of one
element cannot be stored at the same location, since this will
result in a new value at a later time step replacing the old
value that are still required. To avoid this, the storing of the
intermediate values should be staggered. For instance, in a
2D stencil the updated value of element (x, y) (denoted as
(x, y)t+1 ) cannot be stored at the same place as the old value
(x, y)t , because computing a later element ( e.g., (x, y+1)t+1 )
will need the old value of (x, y)t . But (x, y)t+1 can be stored
at the location of (x − 2, y − 2)t because (x − 2, y − 2)t will
no longer be used by the later element. Generally a value at
a later time step is stored with a staggerred distance equal to
the stencil operation range.

Fig. 3: Temporal blocking of 2D stencil for four time steps. The
blocks of intermediate time steps are cached in local SRAM.
Each time step stores two latest blocks.
Another problem in the stencil computation is the simultaneous data access. One stencil operation requires multiple
elements as inputs and whether they can be accessed simultaneously is critical to the performance. Utilizing multiple
memory banks and mapping the data points to disjoint banks
is an effective way to eliminate the access conflicts. In the
2D 5-point stencil example, one stencil operation requires five
elements as input and outputs one element every iteration (e.g.,
the stencil operation on element (x, y) requires read from five
locations (x, y)(x−1, y)(x+1, y)(x, y −1)(x, y +1) and write
to one location (x − 2, y − 2) ). But (x − 1, y) and (x, y) are
overlapping inputs with previous operations. Therefore only
locations of (x + 1, y)(x, y − 1)(x, y + 1) need to be read.
Therefore a 4-banked scratchpad SRAM is adopted here, where
consecutive cluster blocks are stored at different banks. In this
way, all the reads and writes of one stencil operation can be
simultaneously performed.
E. Accelerator Core Architecture
Fig. 4 shows the core architecture customized for a given
stencil computation. The architecture consists of the scratchpad SRAM, a computation unit and a control module. The
scratchpad SRAM is composed of multiple banks. The bank
number is determined by the specific stencil pattern. It is equal
to the operand number of one stencil operation excluding the
operands overlapping with previous operation. The computation logic is the floating point computation logic for this stencil
pattern. The control of these functional units is driven by the
controller. The controller is implemented as state machines
whose transitions are based on the stencil context registers in
the sequencer unit. The control signals to all these functional
units are encoded as microcodes and stored in the micoprogram
memory.
IV.

P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS

Best performance is achieved when the computation’s
operation-to-memory ratio matches with the system. In this
section, we model and analyze the performance of the accelerator system and identify the best design points.
A. Performance Model
We first explain the relevant parameters for estimation.
Problem parameters. The stencil problem can be represented with parameters D, Dim, R and P . The D is the

TABLE I: Computation and memory ratio.

Fig. 4: Stencil accelerator core architecture.
dimension of the stencil. Dim is the size of each dimension.
R is the radius of the stencil operation region (i.e., the distance
from the farthest element to the center). P is the total number
of elements used to compute a new value.
Blocking parameters. Bvault denotes the size of the
vault region. The original data space is partitioned into 2
dimensional array of vault regions and each vault region is
mapped to a vault. The partition is performed on 2 dimensions
out of the D dimensions with the parameter Bvault .
Bcluster denotes the cluster block parameter. The vault
region is usually larger than the local SRAM size of the
accelerator cluster. The vault region is partitioned into smaller
cluster blocks that can fit into the scratch SRAM size. The
blocking parameter is Bcluster . The dimension that is not
blocked is referred to as the streaming dimension.
Bcore is the core block parameter. The cluster block is
evenly split into core blocks for every core in the cluster.
The splitting is done along 1 dimension with parameter Bcore .
Btime denotes the temporal blocking parameter.
B. Memory-to-Computation Analysis
Blocking parameters have an important impact on the
performance by affecting the computation-to-memory balance
of the system. In the 2D stencil example, without any optimization, the computation of one element requires five elements. That is 48 bytes for double precision memory accesses
compared to 5 floating point operations. The bytes-to-op ratio
(memory-to-computation ratio) is 4.6, which is relatively high.
After applying spatial blocking, the computation reads in one
block of data, performs stencil operations and writes out one
data block of a later time step. That is 16Bcluster bytes of
memory accesses counting both reads and writes compared
to 5Bcluster operations. With temporal blocking, the memoryto-computation ratio is further reduced by a factor of Btime
because a data block read from memory can support computing
Btime blocks.
More generally, the memory-to-compute ratio for an arbitrary stencil problem is shown in Table I. For the baseline
version, the p-point stencil needs P elements to compute one
new value. The memory bytes is 8(P + 1) (P reads and
1 write, double precision). The memory-to-compute ratio is
thus 8(P + 1)/P . Spatial blocking can reduce the algorithm’s

Blocking scheme

Bytes-to-Ops
ratio

SRAM/core (Bytes)

No Blocking
Space Blocking
Time Blocking

8(P + 1)/P
16/P
16/(P Btime )

0
D−2
16RBcore Bcluster
D−2
16RBtime Bcore Bcluster

memory-to-compute ratio. In a D dimension stencil, the cluster
D−1
block is of size Bcluster
. The memory transfer for the block is
N −1
16Bcluster counting both reads and writes (double precisions).
N −1
This block allows to perform P Bcluster
floating point operations. With time blocking, the memory-to-compute ratio is
further reduced by the time blocking factor.
C. Design Space Exploration
The increase in the time blocking parameter allows an
increase on the operations performed for a certain memory
access, reducing the bandwidth requirement of the computation. But larger blocking comes with the price of larger cache
size. Table I shows the corresponding SRAM size of different
blocking strategies. Spatial blocking requires buffering several
cluster blocks for reuse by subsequent clusters: for a stencil
operation that touches element in R distances, 2R blocks need
to be buffered. If the time blocking is counted in, more blocks
need to be cached: 2R blocks for each time step.
With a fixed area constraint, the blocking degrades the
performance because the cache used for blocking takes up
the area for computation logic. Therefore, the blocking parameter needs to be carefully chosen to build a balanced
computation in order to achieve the optimal performance. We
use an example below to exhibit how the balance affects the
performance. Table II gives three different implementations on
a total accelerator area of 25 mm2 . The memory layers consist
of 4 dies partitioned into 16 vaults whose peak bandwidth
is 400GB/s. The spatial blocking parameter is 32 elements.
The first implementation with a cache size of 512 Bytes
each core has performance bounded by memory. The attained
performance is far below the peak performance the system
can provide. A large number of accelerator cores are idle. The
second implementation with a cache size 8KB per core has
performance bounded by computation. There is still margin to
the peak memory bandwidth but the system has reached the
maximum computation capability. The third design is a more
balanced design in terms that it enables more computation with
the bandwidth. It achieves the highest performance among the
three configurations. This table demonstrates how the choices
of computation and storage affect the final performance. We
see that only when the computation and memory access is
balanced, the optimal performance can be achieved.
V.

E XPERIMENTS

In this section we evaluate the design space of the stencil
accelerator architecture on 3D stacked DRAM and identify
the optimal design points for different system and problem
configurations. CACTI 6.5 [13] is used to evaluate the power
and area of the scratchpad SRAM. The 3D DRAM power and
the bandwidth is evaluated using CACTI-3DD [14]. The area

TABLE II: Attainable performance for three different implementations on a total accelerator area of 25 mm2 .
Btime

SRAM
size

Area
/core
[mm2 ]

Cores
/vault

1
16
8

512B
8KB
4KB

0.10
0.16
0.13

30
10
12

Peak
Attained
GFLOPS GFLOPS
2400
800
960

125
800
960

Required
BW
[GB/s]
400
160
380

TABLE III: 3D-stacked DRAM configuration examples.
Conf

Nstack -Nbank - Nio

tRCD -tCAS -tTSV -tRP (ns)

BW(GB/s)

Conf1
Conf2
Conf3

4-8-1024
4-16-512
4-32-512

7.9-12.1-0.67-16.8
7.2-10.6-0.67-8.4
7.2-10.6-0.67-8.4

269.2
400.3
608.3

Fig. 5: Performance on different area and bandwidth.

and power of computation logics is estimated with Synopsis
Design Compiler with 32nm process [15].
A. Area and Bandwidth Evaluation
Performance exploration. We show the maximum performance that can be achieved under different area and bandwidth budgets in Fig. 5. The three bandwidth represents a
conservative/moderate/high 3D-DRAM configuration as shown
in TABLE III. For a certain bandwidth, the results show that
when chip area is small, the performance improves linearly
with the chip area. In this case, the computation cannot saturate
the memory bandwidth. There is no need to integrate cache in
each core. As the area budget increases and more cores can
be implemented, the memory bandwidth requirement of the
accelerator increases to more than the maximum bandwidth the
system can deliver. Then the computation becomes memorybound. At this point, cache is required. Larger cache size
slows down the increase of system performance as shown
in the graph. The performance improvement has diminishing
returns as the chip area increases. Comparing across different
memory bandwidths, we see that when the maximum memory
bandwidth is small, the performance becomes memory bound
at smaller chip area. In the memory bound region, smaller
memory bandwidth has more severe diminishing return as the
area increases compared to higher memory bandwidth.
Fig. 6 gives an overview of the power breakdown and
power efficiency as area varies. It shows that for large areas,
large portions of the power is spent on the local cache. The
system power efficiency (measured in GFLOPS/W) also drops
rapidly. A conclusion from this is that while a large area may
enable higher performance, it might not be desirable from a
power efficiency point of view because at larger scale the cache
can be more expensive than the 3D memory.
General stencil computation. We show the balanced
performance points for different stencil problems. Fig. 7 shows
performance and power efficiency for stencil problem of different patterns and dimensions. The memory system configuration
is based on the Conf3 of Table III. We pick three area numbers:
60 mm2 which is close to the 3D-stacking logic die area
reported by Micron’s HMC [16], as well as 90 mm2 and
120 mm2 , to show the performance sensitivity to the area.
Higher dimensional stencils achieve less performance for the
same area compared to lower dimension stencils since higher

Fig. 6: System power efficiency as area increases.
TABLE IV: Performance results on general CPU and GPU.
System
Xeon
E5550
Xeon
E5550
Core i7
GTX 285
FPGA
Acc

Power
[W]

Tech
[nm]

BW
DP
Points
[GB/s] GFlops

95

45nm

51.2

85.3

7

95

45nm

51.2

85.3

27

47
22nm 30
51
204
55nm 159
93
9 ALTERA Stratix V FPGAs
60
32nm 600
2400

7
7
3D
7

Achieved
GFLOPS
3.36
GStencil/s
1.19
GStencil/s
180 MFlops
4.6 GFlops
236 GFlops
2400 GFlops

dimensional stencil computations are more memory intensive.
They require a larger cache for blocking. Stencil computations
on more points have better performance than fewer points
for the same dimension, since higher-point stencils perform
more operations for the same number of memory accesses, i.e.,
they are more computationally intensive. Stencil computations
that are more memory bound have less gain as area budget
increases, e.g., the 3D 7pt problem has less improvement
when area increases from 60 mm2 to 120 mm2 compared
to 3D 27pt, because the memory intensive problem will take
much more cache to improvement the performance.
Comparison. We compare our design against the stateof-art stencil implementations on modern CPUs and GPUs as
well as FPGAs. The comparison is shown in Table IV. The
performance on the Xeon processor is collected from [17]. The
performance result is measured in GStencil/s as the number of
points updated per second. The power of the Intel architecture
is the TDP power collected from [18]. The performance on
GTX and Core i7 is collected from [19]. The power of the
GTX card is the maximum dissipating power reported on [20].

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

Fig. 7: System power efficiency.
The FPGA implementation uses 9 ALTERA Stratix V FPGAs
[21]. The last entry is the results of our accelerator. Coarsegrained as the data is, we can still see that our implementation
has an order of magnititude improvement on performance and
energy efficiency due to the higher density and more efficient
design implementation.
VI.

C ONCLUSION

This paper presents a 3D stacked memory based accelerator
design for stencil computation. The accelerator consists of
many small processing cores working concurrently on the logic
die of the 3D memory system. The cache size of the accelerators need to be designed properly to balance the computation
and memory access. Only then can the optimal performance
be achieved on the system. Overall the proposed accelerator
can achieve an order of magnititude higher performance than
conventional computing system.
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